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ABSTRACT.  We investigate, by means of first-principles calculations, the impact of a 

gold surface on the proton-transfer of the guanine-cytosine (GC) DNA base pair. Our 

calculations employ density functional improvements to correct van der Waals 

interactions and properly treat a weakly bound GC pair at an Au(111) surface. We 

adopted the simultaneous double proton-transfer (SDPT) mechanism proposed by 

Löwdin, which may lead to a spontaneous mutation in the structure of DNA from 

specific tautomerization involving the base pairs. Our calculated differences in the 

energetics and kinetics of the SDPT in the GC pair, when in contact with an inert gold 

surface, indicate a reduction of about 31% in the activation energy barrier of the 

GC/Au(111) tautomeric equilibrium. This finding gives strong evidence that 

tautomerism of DNA base pairs, binding to a noble surface, may be indeed relevant for 

the assessment of a possible point mutation, which could be induced by the presence of 

gold nanoparticles during DNA replication.  

 

Keywords: nucleobase tautomerization; nanotoxicology; van der Waals interactions; 

density functional theory; double proton-transfer; gold surface; mutation 
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INTRODUCTION 

 The adsorption of organic molecules onto the surface of abiogenic minerals was 

probably one of the underlying processes behind the origin of life1,2 on Earth around 3.8 

billion years ago.3 Now, as it is well known from heterogeneous catalysis,4 molecular 

adsorption is the fundamental step towards obtaining desired products from appropriate 

reactants. In general, the adsorption mechanism is primarily dominated by van der 

Waals (vdW) interactions between an adsorbed molecule and the surface atoms, which 

induce small changes in the electronic structure of the adsorbate.5 Otherwise, the 

electronic structure of the adsorbed molecule can be strongly affected thus originating 

chemical bonds with the surface.4 These processes are of paramount importance in 

biophysical chemistry, since they represent, together with the electromagnetic radiation, 

most of the interactions of a biological system under environmental conditions. For 

these reasons, understanding how molecules of biological interest can behave, when in 

contact with surface atoms or nanoparticles, is an issue of increasing interest in 

biological sciences.6-8  

 First-principles computational simulations9-15 may aid to unravel the underlying 

causes of intricate biological phenomena occurring at the atomic level. Moreover, 

owing to the major advances in atomic force microscopy (AFM),5 as well as scanning 

tunneling microscopy (STM),16 the interaction of biological molecules with a metal 

surface17 has been a hot topic in metal/organic interfaces at the single-molecule level. 

Because of both theoretical and experimental advances at the molecular level, the 

interest in self-assembly of organic molecules at metal and oxide surfaces has also been 

relighted in nanoscience.18-21 Recently, a molecular description of (S)-glutamic acid 

self-assembly adsorbed on Ag(100) at low-temperature22 has been made possible via 

STM imaging and first principles calculations. The particular problem of this molecule 
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on Ag(100) is of great interest since it is adsorbed in its neutral form, leading to 

supramolecular structures from hydrogen bonding, which is also of biological 

relevance.  

 Another appealing case in this field has been the preparation of supramolecular 

systems on metallic surfaces.16 This is also the case of chiral pentamers from all-trans-

retinoic acid on the Au(111) surface18 at room temperature. These structures are clearly 

stabilized by hydrogen bonding, although they are only favored on Au(111) owing to 

the inertness and favorable crystallographic direction of this surface. Indeed, the effects 

of a noble substrate, such as Au(111), have been investigated for a variety of organic 

molecules in the past decade by scanning probe techniques.16,19-21 As it has been 

noticed, a noble metal surface is a worthy substrate for self-assembled molecular 

layering, mainly because of their mild chemical reactivity and high atomic surface 

mobility. Furthermore, its high surface electron density represents a charge reservoir, 

which may inhibit electrochemical processes.23 

 More related to the main aim of the present paper, the formation of planar 

hydrogen-bonded networks of DNA nucleobases, such as guanine (G)16 and cytosine 

(C)19 adsorbed on an Au(111) surface, has been an issue of great interest. As is noticed 

in these early works, the symmetry of the functional groups of the C and G molecules 

allows the self-assembly of ordered network, although in the case of the C molecules 

their supramolecular structures miss long-range order.19 This finding may be also 

related to the differential adsorption of nucleic acid bases. Sowerby et al.2 have 

experimentally determined the equilibrium adsorption isotherms of the nucleobases on 

the surface of crystalline graphite, for which the G molecule exhibits a much stronger 

adsorption than C. Other important point to be considered here about the nucleobases is 

that they undergo tautomerization.24 Kong et al.25 have demonstrated, via STM imaging 
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and density-functional calculations, that the tautomeric equilibrium of G (G/9H  

G/7H) is facilitated on Au(111) by heating. Therefore, the mismatch of base pairing 

may be induced in the presence of gold. Even though the adsorption of the separated 

nucleobases on solid surfaces appears to have been investigated in detail, their base 

pairing is not yet fully understood in a detailed level. 

 In this paper, we investigate the role of an Au(111) surface in the proton-transfer 

(PT) reactions of the Watson-Crick GC base pair by means of first principles 

calculations.26-30 We adopt the mechanism, firstly proposed by Löwdin,31 in which the 

transformation of G and C into their most common tautomers24 G* and C* may lead to 

a spontaneous mutation32 in the structure of DNA. We have chosen this mechanism 

because, quite recently, Vecchio et al.33 have pointed out mutagenic effects of gold 

nanoparticles in the phenotype of Drosophila melanogaster. Moreover, our 

computational study is boosted by recent experiments conducted by Li et al.,34 which 

correlate mutagenicity and tautomerism in the anti-HIV nucleoside KP1212. Therefore, 

after obtaining the initial and final states of the GC base pair, we determine the 

minimum energy paths (MEPs) and transition state (TS)35-37 for the tautomeric 

equilibrium of GC in the gas phase and at Au(111). The van der Waals interactions 

between the base pair and the surface, as well as for describing the GC hydrogen 

bonding, are properly taken into account in our calculations.30 We demonstrate that 

tautomeric equilibrium barrier is significantly lowered in the presence of the Au(111) 

surface. This finding implies a close relationship with the mismatch of GC in DNA, 

when in contact with a noble metal surface. 

 

THEORETICAL METHODS 
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Electronic Structure and Geometry. Our calculations were based on recent 

density functional theory improvements,30 which properly take into account both van 

der Waals interactions and lattice constants of solids, as implemented in the VASP 

code.26-28 The electron-ion interactions were described using the projected augmented 

wave (PAW) potentials.28 Plane-wave cut off energies of 700 eV and self-consistency 

smaller than 10-5 eV were adopted in the electronic structure calculations. We have 

obtained the structural relaxation of a GC pair on an Au(111) surface as well as the 

corresponding separate moieties. The gold surface was modeled by a 162-atom slab 

divided into six layers, each one containing 27 atoms and a vacuum layer with 16.0 Å 

width. During the relaxation process, the three top layers were allowed to relax, keeping 

the three subsequent layers fixed, occupying the bulk positions. The Brillouin zone was 

sampled using a 331 Monkhorst-Pack set for the Au(111) surface, GC/Au(111), and 

only the  point for the isolated GC pair. At the first stage of the relaxation procedure, 

the geometries were optimized using the PBE29 exchange and correlation functional 

until the forces became smaller than 0.05 eV/Å. Hence, the optimized geometries were 

taken as starting point for obtaining the new equilibrium positions including dispersion 

interactions, using the optB86b vdW-density functional30. At this second stage of these 

calculations, all gold atoms were kept fixed while the GC pair was fully allowed to 

relax. 

Adsorption and Charge Transfer.  The binding energy was calculated from 

the usual definition: 

𝐸𝑏 = −(𝐸𝐺𝐶/𝐴𝑢(111) − 𝐸𝐴𝑢(111) − 𝐸𝐺𝐶)                                                   (1) 

where the rhs first term is the total energy of the GC/Au(111) system, the second term is 

the total of the clean gold surface, and the last one corresponds to the total energy of the 

isolated GC pair. According to this definition, a positive binding energy value indicates 
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an energetically favorable adsorbate. We have also analyzed the electronic structure at 

the metal/molecule interface by evaluating the charge density difference as well as the 

electrostatic potential. The charge difference was calculated as follows: 

𝛥𝜌 = 𝜌𝐺𝐶/𝐴𝑢(111) − 𝜌𝐴𝑢(111) − 𝜌𝐺𝐶                                                (2) 

where the rhs first term is the charge density of the GC/Au(111) system, while 

the second and third term, respectively, represent the charge density of the clean 

Au(111) slab and isolated GC pair. Additionally, it was calculated the charge transfer 

between the GC pair and the Au(111) slab by means of the Bader analysis on the charge 

density grid.39 

Minimum Energy Paths and Transition State Calculation.  The simultaneous 

double proton transfer (SDPT) in the GC pair, isolated and adsorbed on an Au(111) 

surface, was investigated through the nudged elastic band (NEB) algorithm.35,36 The 

adiabatic minimum energy paths (MEPs) from a sequence of discrete images was 

produced. Each image corresponds to a specific geometry of the GC atoms along their 

pathway from the fixed initial state (GC) to the fixed final state (G*C*). The maximum 

along this path is a first-order saddle point in the potential energy surface. The standard 

NEB calculations were performed for approximately 100 ionic steps to achieve an 

approximate convergence for a specific MEP. In order to obtain a rigorous convergence 

for the transition state (TS) associated to this specific MEP, the calculations were 

followed by applying the climbing-image NEB algorithm (CI-NEB).37 In this direction, 

we have obtained the kinetics of the SDPT of GC and GC/Au(111). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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First-principles Modeling of the GC Base Pair at Au(111).  Although the 

present work is focused on the SDPT in the GC base pair adsorbed on an Au(111) 

surface, we first investigate some structural, energetic and electronic properties of the 

base pairing for completeness (a benchmark is reported in the Supplementary 

Information (SI)). In Figure 1, we display the most stable configuration (on the hcp site) 

obtained for the adsorbed GC pair on Au(111), taking into account vdW-density 

functional improvements30 during the relaxation procedure. Our gold surface is modeled 

by a six-layer slab each containing 27 atoms. In Table S1, we list the calculated average 

distance between the GC pair and the gold surface, binding energy and charge transfer 

(see definitions of these properties in the SI), calculated for the distinct sites (bridge, 

hcp, fcc, and top). We note that the major differences by including vdW interactions 

appear in the calculated binding energy as well as in charge transfer. While the average 

distance between GC and Au(111) decreases by ca. 9.7%, in the case of the hcp site, the 

binding energy increases almost eight times and the charge transfer per heavy atoms 

increases around 36%. Our values are in line with recent theoretical results for a single 

G molecule on Au(111).38 

 

Figure 1. Optimized GC base pair on the hcp site (the strongest calculated binding 

energy with vdW-DF corrections30) of an Au(111) surface. The molecules can be also 
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adsorbed with their hexagonal rings in four distinct possibilities: bridge, fcc, and top 

sites (see SI). 

 Dispersion interactions between the GC pair with gold surface indeed lead to 

appreciable variations in the calculated charge density difference, as well as in the 

equilibrium geometry of the base pair. The xy-plane averaged charge redistributed in 

GC/Au(111) interface is plotted in Figure 2, as a function of distance along the z-

direction interface unit cell. In Figure 2a (without dispersion interactions), we notice 

that the charge density difference exhibits only very small fluctuations from bottom, at 

the fifth layer of the gold slab, to a little stronger depletion on the sixth layer, followed 

by an increase in the GC pair region (between –0.1 and 0.1 e/Å). Our computed charge 

transfer per heavy atoms between GC and metal surface, using the Bader analysis,39 is 

of 0.210–2 e in this case (without considering wdW interactions29). Also, an increase in 

 is observed in the hydrogen bonding region between the GC pair. Most importantly, 

the impact of the dispersion effects in the calculations (considering vdW interactions30) 

implies significant changes in the charge density difference, mainly at the interface 

region between GC and the Au(111) surface, as displayed in Figure 2b. A stronger 

depletion occurs at this interface, as well as a significant amount of charge density is 

interchanged between the GC pair. Now, a depletion in  is also observed around the 

hydrogen bonding region. In this case, the computed charge transfer per heavy atoms 

between GC and gold surface is of 0.310–2 e. In general, the increase in the charge 

density is essentially more spread on the Au(111) surface (between –0.2 and 0.2 e/Å) 

and the PT region exhibits a localized charge density depletion (cyan iso-surface). 

These findings indicate that a gold surface may dramatically affect the PT mechanism in 

the GC pairs. 
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Figure 2. Calculated charge density difference for the GC pair adsorbed on hcp site of 

the Au(111) surface using density-functional methods: (a) without dispersion 

interactions29 and (b) with dispersion interactions.30 Plot on the left is the xy-plane 

averaged charge difference, with charge difference () on the x-axis and distance in z-

direction of the interface unit cell on y-axis. Plot on the right represents the three-

dimensional iso-surface of charge density difference. Yellow iso-surface indicates an 

increase and cyan iso-surface indicates a depletion in the charge density redistribution. 

 In addition to the charge density difference displayed in Figure 2, we analyze the 

electronic structure at the metal/GC interface by evaluating the electrostatic potential 

from vdW-DF calculations. The charge density and the electrostatic potential are 

averaged in planes parallel to the Au(111) slab, leading to the one-dimensional potential 

curve displayed in Figure 3. As noticed before, the alternating regions of charge 

accumulation ( > 0) and charge depletion ( < 0) appear only near the GC/Au(111) 

interface from the fifth layer to the GC pair. Interestingly, the GC adsorption leads to a 

small reduction in the metal work function, when compared to other metal/molecule 

interfaces.40 In Table S2, we report the calculated metal work function for the molecular 

adsorption at different sites of the Au(111) surface and different levels of 

approximation. As a result of this apparently weak adsorption, the DFT estimate of the 
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GC band gap upon adsorption indicates only a very small reduction in comparison to 

the value of 2.40 eV for the isolated system. 

 

Figure 3. One-dimensional electrostatic potential, total electron density, and charge 

density difference across the gold slab, calculated using vdW-DF.30 The total electron 

density is multiplied by a factor 0.075 and  by a factor of 20, for a better 

visualization. 

 In Figure 4, we show the partial density of electronic states of the adsorbed GC 

pair on the Au(111) surface. Although there exists an energy gap corresponding to the 

GC PDOS (green line), we notice a small increase in the total DOS, referring to the 

GC/Au(111) system, as compared to the PDOS of gold (red line). In fact, this electronic 

contribution to the total DOS is related to the charge transfer from the GC pair to the 

gold surface. Also, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of both the isolated 

and adsorbed GC pair are displayed in the right panel of Figure 4. As can be seen, the 

HOMO charge density of the adsorbed pair is qualitatively different from that of the 

isolated pair. While in the case of the isolated GC pair it is concentrated in the G 

molecule, in the case of the adsorbed GC pair HOMO charge density is spread on both 
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molecules. Again, these results may indicate that the Au(111) surface is not too inert as 

should be expected, and directly impacts on the tautomerism of GC. 

 

Figure 4. (a) Partial density of electronic states (PDOS) for the GC pair adsorbed at the 

Au(111) surface (hcp site), calculated with vdW-DF.30 The Fermi level is set at the 

origin of the energy scale. The contribution of the surface was reduced 10 times for 

visual convenience. (b) and (c) HOMO charge densities of the isolated and adsorbed GC 

pair, respectively.  

Impact of Proton-Transfer Reactions in DNA Base Pairs.  The proton 

tunneling in DNA base pairs has long been recognized as the ultimate atomic process 

behind the spontaneous mutations occurring after DNA replications.31 Recently, random 

mutations arising during DNA replication in normal, noncancerous stem cells have been 

associated to the majority of cancer risk.32 During the replication, the protons involved 

in the hydrogen bonds between the base pairs in the Watson-Crick structure of DNA 

have a certain probability for tunneling, leading to discontinuous changes in the genetic 

code. Several computational studies have supported this hypothesis.10,12,41-43 The 

intramolecular PT mechanism has received a particular attention since nuclear quantum 

effects could inhibit the formation of certain tautomeric forms, which would avoid DNA 
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damage.44 Yet, experimental evidences have indicated that tautomerism can provide a 

molecular explanation for the mutagenic properties.34 Moreover, the intermolecular 

tautomeric equilibrium in electronic excited states45 can favor specific tautomeric forms.  

 To clarify the spontaneous mutation mechanism proposed by Löwdin31, it is 

important to know that each nucleobase in DNA (or in RNA) can undergo a prototropic 

tautomerism,24 leading to keto-enol or amino-imino equilibria. As an example, the C 

tautomers is illustrated in the sketch below 

 

Some of these tautomers have recently been revealed in the gas phase by 

microwave spectroscopy combined with laser ablation techniques.46 Form I is 

commonly found in DNA, although forms III and V are possible to exist in proper 

conditions24. The probability of occurring spontaneous mutation depends then on the 

possibility of DNA bases to form rare tautomeric forms.14 Hence, the role of modified 

bases present in DNA has an important functional meaning in gene expression.24  

 Interestingly, when a base pair is formed via hydrogen bonding in DNA strand, 

PT reactions may occur between the nucleobases, leading to their common tautomeric 

forms. This atomic phenomenon may be related to specific mutations during a DNA 

replication.31 In the following, we theoretically consider the SDPT in the GC pair: 
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In this model, the base pairing is stabilized by three intermolecular hydrogen 

bonds and PT reactions can occur through the hydrogen bonds between the G and C 

molecules. However, during the SDPT, only two hydrogen atoms move from one side 

to the other of each hydrogen bond (dotted blue line in the sketch above), resulting in 

the most common G*C* base pair, where G* is the enol and C* is the imino counterpart 

of G and C31, respectively. 

 Experimentally, Kwon and Zewail45 have investigated the dynamics of excited-

state DPT of 7-azaindole dimers (model DNA base pairs) in the condensed phase, by 

employing femtosecond fluorescence spectroscopy. Moreover, they have examined the 

effects of polarity and viscosity of the solvents involved in the process. In this sense, 

they have given evidence that the double proton transfer proceeds in a non-concerted 

way. Nevertheless, Takeuchi and Tahara47 have conducted similar experiments to those 

of Ref.45 in a nonpolar solvent and concluded that the DPT reaction is essentially a 

single-step process. Very recently, Bucher et al.48 have also detected a concerted decay 

of base pairs connected by hydrogen bonding in natural DNA. Most importantly, as can 

be understood from these experiments, the DPT tautomerism may be one of the 

underlying causes for point mutations during DNA replication. 

Effects of a Gold Surface on the SDPT in GC.  In order to gain insight on the 

impact of a gold surface in the PT of the GC pair, we have evaluated the SDPT 

mechanism: firstly in vacuum and finally adsorbed on the Au(111) surface. In Figure 5, 

we display the adiabatic potential energy profile of the double PT in the isolated GC 

pair. Our calculated transition state at 0.64 eV (14.76 kcal/mol) for the gas-phase GC  

G*C* reaction is in line with reliable quantum-chemical estimates.14,49 Also, the energy 

difference between the GC and G*C* forms at this level of calculation is around 0.36 

eV (8.30 kcal/mol), which confirms that GC is more stable than its G*C* product, and it 
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is in agreement with earlier quantum chemical procedures.14,50,51 In fact, the occurrence 

of the spontaneous point mutation via the tautomerism of the DNA bases remains a hot 

issue,49 mainly because the local influence upon the GC  G*C* tautomerization is 

negligibly small. Furthermore, there is a lack of experimental data about the PT in 

isolated base pairs. Nonetheless, the effects of ligands,52 electron attachment53,54 or even 

the effect of an external field55 appear to be strong enough to modify the PT mechanism 

of DNA bases. In the following, we analyze the tautomerism in the GC base pair when 

it is in contact with an inert gold surface. 

 

Figure 5. Gas-phase SDPT reaction profile from GC (a) up to G*C* (b) calculated with 

the vdW-DF30. The double proton-transfer starts to occur at the third point in the MEP, 

corresponding to an activation energy of 0.64 eV. 

 Now, considering the SDPT mechanism of GC at Au(111), we obtain a high 

reduction in its activation energy barrier of around 31%, as displayed in Figure 6. In 

addition, the TS energy only becomes 0.04 eV (0.92 kcal/mol) higher than the G*C* 

tautomer. The main effect of an Au(111) surface is to reduce the transition state energy 

to 0.44 eV (10.15 kcal/mol) for the GC  G*C*/Au(111) reaction, while the energy 
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difference between the GC and G*C* forms is slightly higher, around 0.40 eV (9.22 

kcal/mol). This indicates that GC is still more stable than its G*C* counterpart when 

adsorbed on a gold surface. However, the lowering of the activation energy of the GC 

tautomerism at Au(111) can trigger the occurrence of a point mutation during DNA 

replication, and appears to be in close connection with the mutagenic effects of gold 

nanoparticles. For example, this type of mutation induce aberrant phenotypes in 

Drosophila melanogaster and may be transmitted to the descendants.33 At this point, it 

is worth to mention that our calculations give evidence that a noble surface, such as 

Au(111), is enough to favor the PT in DNA bases. This is, however, a very different 

situation as compared to chemical modifications of nucleobases such as metal 

complexation or ionization of the GC pair.56 

 

Figure 6. SDPT reaction profile from GC (a) up to G*C* (b) at Au(111) (hcp site) 

calculated with the vdW-DF30. The double proton transfer starts to occur at the fourth 

point in the MEP, corresponding to an activation energy of 0.44 eV.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 
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 We have presented a comprehensive study on the SDPT in the GC base pair 

adsorbed on an Au(111) surface, based on first-principles calculations. Our results 

indicate significant differences in the electronic structure, energetics and kinetics of the 

tautomerism of the GC pair, when in contact with an inert gold surface, which can 

modify the SDPT mechanism. We have determined a reduction of about 31% in the 

activation energy barrier of the PT in GC/Au(111). Furthermore, the energy differences 

between the TS and G*C* tautomer are significantly decreased, favoring the enol and 

imino forms. Although the occurrence of spontaneous point mutation due to the 

tautomerism of DNA base pair continues to be a controversial issue in biochemistry, 

mainly because of the lack of experimental data for isolated base pairs, our findings are 

in line with a recent experimental study on the mutagenic effects of gold nanoparticles 

in the phenotype of Drosophila melanogaster.33 Most importantly, our computational 

study is closely related with recent experiments conducted by Li et al.,34 which 

correlates mutagenicity and tautomerism in the anti-HIV nucleoside KP1212. Finally, 

due to the growing applications of gold nanoparticle in the human organism,57 including 

via cosmetics,58 we stress that the role of these supposed inert nanomaterials deserve 

further investigation before to be widespread as alternative medical applications. 
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